
 
 
Vin Diesel talks Fast and Furious 9, Han's return, and space  
 
"It will be a striking day when that get-together is back in the film."  
 
This month, EW is offering high level glances at in excess of two dozen of 2021's most 
anticipated movies. Look at a more significant level of our review here.  
 
"You haven't seen anything yet."  
 
That check comes considered Vin Diesel while sharing a specific new glance at the from an 
overall perspective anticipated F9, a.k.a. Keen and Furious 9. F9 Movie 4K : 
https://rotf.lol/movie4k 
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What makes the interest so strong is the outright we've really seen of the pushing toward piece 
in the globe-running, billon-dollar establishment. In the four-minute(!) trailer passed on direct 
back in January 2020, new family development John Cena was uncovered to from a guaranteed 
viewpoint be family, including as Dom's (Diesel) unfathomably missing family Jakob. Besides, 
the disabled people just proceeded, between Charlize Theron's Cipher hair styling to vehicles 
ricocheting starting with one island then onto the going with (tall plans are so 2015). Obliging, 
and did I notice that Han (Sung Kang) is reestablished?!  
 
Get all that? Contemplating everything, we did, and, as we ideally at last appear at the presence 
of F9 on May 28, we expected to fire burn-through Diesel, a quarter mile at a time.  
 
Redirection WEEKLY: It's been close to a year since you were in Miami for Super Bowl 
weekend, where you held a show occasion to drop the epic first trailer. How's it been perched 
on this film for such a long time and unflinchingly holding down to put it out into the world?  
 
VIN DIESEL: Definitely worrisome to share it. Right when you make a decent film, your first 
objective is to make something that you can be glad for, and in the film business you get from 
the most dependable early phase that when the film gets passed on, even without the 
pandemic, is in some time in your control. Regardless, when you really consider the film, there's 
additional time you need to work in after creation, more essential opportunity to get the shots 
right; it gives you a spot of a pad. I need to get the film out for the degree of the amazing fans 
who have been checking things for this segment — yet then gander at the world that we live in. I 
can say that when you see the film you will be enabled and, ideally, you will be amazingly 
energized.  
 
Contemplating everything, back when the trailer came out and we could in spite of be in 
workplaces, I can't uncover to you how brilliant I was watching, all while my extra things were 
tangled concerning why I was hollering so boisterously. In like manner, the first uncover that got 
me was that John Cena is playing Dom's family, Jakob, which the stun of is basically raised by 
the way that nobody assesses family more than Dom. For what reason was this an envisioned 
that felt right to you?  
 
Family is at the motivation driving party of the Fast and Furious, and what you resemble at that 
and play with that is the thing that makes for an energizing establishment. One of the convincing 
parts concerning Fast is this backstory that we considered from a true blue point of view 20 
years sooner, and that continually has had its front of minuteness. We for the most part things 
considered expected to discover a touch truly in regards to the causes. In like manner, I imagine 
that an establishment needs to get the choice to reestablish absolutely into a backstory, and I 
trust Fast and Furious has done unequivocally that. I feel like the inspiration or need to go into 
the backstory, basically the early phase story, was something convincing for everyone. 
 
https://youtu.be/aSiDu3Ywi8E 
 



I traded words with supervisor Justin Lin for the trailer transport, and he said he was genuinely 
amped up for the Jakob thought and some time later "the going with excited beat for me was 
that I was to some degree scared s - less of like, 'Obviously, who will be a Toretto?!'" You can't 
miss on extending a task consequently, so what was it about John that made him the individual?  
 
I felt like Justin did; the projecting of that character could go 1,000,000 excellent ways. In like 
way, simultaneously a massively, unsafe character to project. As necessities be, you discovered 
the chance to go with your gut, you found the opportunity to go with your heart, and when I met 
John, he checked all the cases. He had an energy that impacted such an interest in the whole of 
the Torettos. He just felt right. Furthermore, he got.  
 
While Jakob was an introduction, the other staggering second in the trailer was Han's return. 
"Motivation for Han" has been something that fans have for a long time been calling for, and still 
I don't consider any us expected to truly see him again. As of now, as someone who can hardly 
hold see this film, I totally don't want to know how he is back, yet why may he say he is back? 
Why was this something that was fundamental for you and Justin and any additional individuals 
included?  
 
Han is a central character in this foundation. If you review, an especially in danger for the away 
gigantic length of Dom Toretto. He's the one overseeing obligations with him in Mexico, he's the 
one expressly who knows where Dom is, and from various perspectives is the stage for Dom 
when Dom returns Tokyo Drift. So there's something especially amazing and secretive about 
the Han character. Right when you see the film you'll feel it, despite I see at the middle it's 
another display of, don't leave family, yet don't disregard family. Without relinquishing the plot, 
that is the point: don't surrender family.  
 
Examining family, Jordana Brewster in like way returns, and even seems like she will kick some 
ass here. After the lack of her onscreen life frivolity Paul Walker, she passed on Fate of the 
Furious, since it will everything considered be hard to explain why Mia is close and Brian isn't. 
Notwithstanding, considering how enormous a piece of Fast that Jordana has been, one of 
fundamentally a fair pack for the most a few firsts left, did it feel crucial for you that she truly 
have a presence? Especially in the event that you're introducing her other family.  
 
Considering everything. It was as requirements be, in like way, in this manner, so focal. It was 
something that was the most… there were such limitless parts that were when in doubt partner 
at any rate bringing back the Mia character in a critical solid way genuinely added that basically 
more appraisals to the complexities of the family. Also, she's so satisfactory in it, as she for the 
most part is. The ensured admirers of Fast and Furious see how huge she is in understanding 
the whole Toretto family. It was a blessing, I was so amped available, it opened up a huge total 
more story. Again, without scorning the plot, it's virtuoso and I couldn't have been more 
euphoric.  
 
Pondering everything, maybe the best arrangements for F9, and we get a little trouble in the 
trailer, is whether Helen Mirren finally will drive. She's the individual who fight to be extended 



contemplating the way that she so truly should manage the boat. We see her in the vehicle, with 
Dom backing up the driver, at any rate I can't help notice they are left. Or on the other hand is 
this a spoiler other than?  
 
[Laughs] Derek, you address the advantage referencing. Again, without scorning any spoilers… 
You know what, I will give you a spoiler: Yes, she will drive.  
 
For Dame Helen, favor your heart!  
 
It's so famous. She will drive and she will drive smooth 
 
Since I'm tending to the massive requesting, I need to raise what is plainly the colossal nark 
about Fast 9: Space. Everyone is investigating it, I've clarified it. Again, I'm so restricting to 
spoiler that I haven't any hint what I need from your answer, regardless what may you say about 
the opportunity of Fast going to space?  
 
No spoilers here. I will say that Justin is one of those think about the-holder chiefs. I'd put 
nothing past him and he will totally play with whatever is possible to entwine into the story.  
 
The statement was some time back that all of you will to do two extra motion pictures after Fast 
9 to wrap up the central course of action, as you genuinely continue to accumulate the world out 
by strategies for reverse side activities and vehicles. What went into that decision?  
 
Believe it or not, kind of thinking about how that is constantly what was discussed. Definitely, 
even as far back as 2012, 2013, it was something that Pablo [Walker] and I would discuss, 
finishing on the 10th one. That just constantly felt right. Additionally, being a piece of the Marvel 
foundation, seeing that probability that when you have that much story you can end with two 
movies. It was something that we'd talked about that injury up being true. It's on a very basic 
level been an especially brilliant, mind blowing run, and we'd routinely envisioned that 10 would 
be the farewell, the finale, and that is what our story is seeking after.  
 
Luckily, we have a ton of time preceding saying goodbye. In addition, as we preferably 
approach the presence of F9, what may you encourage fans to expect when they finally will sit 
in a theater and see Dom and the social event back on the big screen? Absolutely when I 
chatted with Justin, he uncovered to me that paying little regard to the way that it seems like you 
gave an especially mind boggling game plan of away in the trailer, there's now a ton that isn't 
being shared, which is truly saying something.  
 
In particular, I would say that Justin is 100% right. You see an astounding course of action in the 
trailer, yet you haven't seen anything yet — and that is animating. It will be an uncommon day 
when that get-together is back in the film, applauding the tenth piece of this experience that 
they've been so given to. There's a broad aggregate more, and I'm everything considered 
amped up for people like you, Derek, who should be astounded and need not to know, need not 



to have all the upheld snippets of data revealed of this part, yet need to just go in and 
appreciate where we've all come to.  
 
Keen films have truly changed into events, and this one will probably crush all of those others in 
that office, since, like you said, we will be so on edge to be back where we love to be.  
 
It is. Besides, it appears as though it's coming at the good time. Who appreciated that pushing 
the film back to 2021 would truly be a valuable thing for the theater business as in it will be 
inspiration to see the scene experience — and we need that. 
 


